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By David F. Kelly

Georgetown University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Medical Care at the
End of Life: A Catholic Perspective, David F. Kelly, For over thirty years, David F. Kelly has worked
with medical practitioners, students, families, and the sick and dying to confront the difficult and
often painful issues that concern medical treatment at the end of life. In this short and practical
book, Kelly shares his vast experience, providing a rich resource for thinking about life's most
painful decisions. Kelly outlines eight major issues regarding end-of-life care as seen through the
lens of the Catholic medical ethics tradition. He looks at the distinction between ordinary and
extraordinary means; the difference between killing and allowing to die; criteria of patient
competence; what to do in the case of incompetent patients; the meaning and use of advance
directives; the morality of hydration and nutrition; physician-assisted suicide and euthanasia; and,
medical futility. Kelly's analysis is sprinkled with significant legal decisions and, throughout,
elaborations on how the Catholic medical ethics tradition - as well as teachings of bishops and
popes - understands each issue. He provides a helpful glossary to supplement his introduction to the
terminology used by philosophical health care ethics. Included...
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This is actually the greatest pdf i have got go through until now. Indeed, it can be perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Its been
designed in an extremely simple way and is particularly only following i finished reading this ebook where really modified me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ja cey Sim onis-- Ja cey Sim onis

Very good e-book and valuable one. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am just very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
created pdf.
-- Wa lton Ha a g-- Wa lton Ha a g
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